
Quick-Line
High Quality. Lower Cost. Quick Delivery.
Game-changing linear and recessed LED fixtures for easy installation and 
beautiful ambient lighting for offices, classrooms, retail spaces and more Amerlux.com
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•  Spec-grade performance
• Value pricing
•  Three aperture size options: 1.5”, 

2” and 4”
•  Pendant and recessed options
•  High-performance lens and 

patent-protected light block 
shields

• Ships within five business days
•  All middle-of-run lengths, 

ensuring no jobsite issues with 
beginning-of-run and end-of-
run lengths

•  Out the door and off to the 
jobsite in five days or fewer

• Keeps projects on schedule
•  Elevates offerings with spec-

grade performance
• Value pricing

• Ships in five days or fewer
• Installs right out of the box
• Almost tool-less installation
•  Never need to remove the lens 

or LED board to wire or hang
•  Comes pre-wired with quick 

connectors between sections

ARCHITECTS/LIGHTING 
DESIGNERS

DESIGN-BUILD FIRMS CONTRACTORS

Quick-Line Family Product Highlights
New Spec-Grade Lighting—Without The Old Spec-Grade Wait and Cost
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Amerlux’s Quick-Line is a pendant and recessed linear LED family that 
ensures tight budgets and quick-turnaround delivery timelines never get 
in the way of casting your project in its best, star-studded light.

Outfitted with a high-performance lens and direct/indirect lighting 
distribution options, Quick-Line offers high quality, quick delivery and 
value pricing in a single linear lighting product—right off the shelf and off 
to your job site within five business days.

The linear product family is specifically custom-made and designed to 
stiff-arm the challenges lighting designers, architects and design-build 
contractors commonly have with linear lighting.

Let’s see how Quick-Line promises to make your life easier.

Quick-Line: High Quality. 
Low Cost. Quick Delivery.

Easy to Layout, Easy to Order,  
Easy to Install—Right Out of the Box
No Need to Remove the LED Board or Lens*

*Gurv GB recessed requires removal of Lens and LED board for connection.
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The Easiest Installation Ever
Installing linear lighting with Quick-Line flows like an ad jingle: Link it, latch it, cap it—and voila!

It’s that easy.

Sold in standard-sized middle-of-run segments, Quick-Line pieces connect with simple 
latches and alignment pins assure the runs stay straight. When you finish the run, just slap the 
end caps on either side.

Quick-Line fixtures ship with the lenses and LED boards already installed, eliminating jobsite 
assembly. In fact, you never have to open Quick-Line fixtures for any part of the installation, 
making it the easiest-to-install linear lighting product on the market.

And that’s on purpose.

We know you have a lot of work. The sooner you finish one project, the sooner you start the 
next. With Quick-Line, lighting is something you quickly cross off your checklist.

Link it!

Latch it!

Cap it!
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9 Reasons Why

You’ll Love Quick-Line
Quick-Line, a linear LED pendant and recessed fixture, 
offers:

•  Three aperture sizes—1.5”, 2” and 4”—with direct and 
direct/indirect combo light distribution options.

•  A no-hassle installation process that goes like an ad 
jingle: Link it, latch it cap it—that’s it! No more having 
to remove the LED board to wire or install.

•  4-, 6-, and 8-foot lengths, with sections that easily 
clip together for longer-than-standard-size runs.

•  Super-fast shipping, out the door and offer to your 
jobsite within five days, which keeps your projects 
moving quickly.

•  A polished, modern look that drives any design 
scenario seamlessly.

•  Quality construction, built from spec-grade extruded 
aluminum, ensuring architecturally straight lines of 
light.

•  A high light output of 730 lumens per foot and 105 
lumens per watt, plus 3000K to 3500K.

•  Industry-best light block shields that automatically 
adjust when lenses shrink, preventing any direct 
view of the LED die.

•  Easy maintenance thanks to the LED board being 
held in place with magnets, eliminating the need for 
tools when removing or replacing.

Pick your top 3: high quality, quick 
delivery and easy installation. 
The answer is Quick-Line. Learn 
more at (973) 310-7787.
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Pre-Wired Fixtures
Just as you never need to remove the LED board or 
lens to install, all sections are shipped pre-wired with 
your choice to control direct and indirect lighting 
separately, as well as emergency lighting circuits.

Each section in a run can accept power from the top 
or from the other sections in the run, granting great 
flexibility in designing and installing linear runs. With 
the internal wiring and LED elements preinstalled, you 
never need to open the fixture during installation.

Ships Within Five Days
Construction timelines are complicated. Many factors 
can hold up projects, including permitting, inclement 
weather and late deliveries.

You cannot do much about the first two, but the third is 
avoidable with Quick-Line.

While lighting deliveries can take several weeks or 
months for custom designs, Quick-Line ships within 
five days after receiving a clean PO to advance a new 
construction or retrofit project quickly.

Quick-Line is packed and stocked as individual fixtures, 
but job packaging (bulk, job-specific packaging) is also 
available for less jobsite waste. (Job packaging may 
require slightly longer shipping times).
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Spec-Grade Materials
Quick-Line is an architectural spec-grade line fixture 
offered with the value and benefit of commodity-grade 
styled luminaires.

Constructed from extruded aluminum instead of steel, 
Quick-Line assures architecturally straight lines of light.

It’s typical for long linear fixtures made of steel to bend 
where run sections join because the pins holding them 
in place can’t bear the weight of the overall fixture. 
Consequently, contractors must go back and fix them 
before completing a project.

Using a linear fixture like Quick-Line that doesn’t bend 
eliminates an item from your punch list so that you can 
finish the job faster.

Competitive Price Points
Quick-Line is offered in standard sizes instead of custom 
options, which dramatically reduces its manufacturing 
costs and provides savings to you.

This linear lighting solution has the same prominent 
level of engineering baked into its design as every other 
Amerlux product, ensuring you’re never sacrificing 
quality for cost.
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Simple Order Process
Ordering Quick-Line for your projects couldn’t be easier—or quicker:

1. Count how many middle-of-run pieces you need.

2. Get end caps.

3. Choose your power supply and suspension kit options.

It’s that simple.

The products you choose will ship within five days after you complete 
your order.

Standard Sizing
There are no made-to-measure headaches with Quick-Line. It’s only sold 
as linkable middle-of-run pieces with separate end caps in standard 
lengths of 4-feet, 6-feet and 8-feet, simplifying your design and 
installation process.

When other lighting products arrive at a jobsite, you must sort through 
the assorted items delivered to determine the proper location for each 
run length, making it easy for the wrong pieces to end up in the wrong 
room or floor, causing delays.

With Quick-Line, all the pieces are the same. There’s no confusion.

Rapid ROI
Quick-Line LEDs deliver outstanding lighting quality for more than 50,000 
hours without depreciation, minimizing maintenance costs, maximizing 
efficiency and providing long-lasting energy savings—a trio your 
customers will appreciate for years to come.
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Ready to Make Linear Lighting the 
Easiest Part of Your Projects?
High quality, low cost, quick delivery. You used to have to 
pick two of the three, requiring you to balance time, speed 
and quality when selecting building materials.

Not anymore.

Now, there’s a new option: Quick-Line.

From high-end commercial buildings to average-Joe office 
spaces, Quick-Line provides exceptional performance, easy 
installation, fast delivery and dynamic, turn-your-head 
styling that will make any application look like a million 
bucks—without you having to spend it.

To learn more about Quick-Line or begin ordering it today, 
call (973) 310-7787 or visit Amerlux.com.
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Featured Products
Sent to the jobsite fast—saving contractors, design-build firms 
and architects time and money—Quick-Line’s family of spec-
grade LEDs will harmonize your design and fill your space with 
beautiful light.

Streamlined and flexible, Quick-Line provides the freedom to 
create truly dynamic environments in a fraction of the time, 
delivering on its promises by the power of disciplined design.

Quick-Line Pendant 1.5
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Quick-Line Recessed 4Quick-Line Pendant 2

Direct
Grid

Flange

Direct/Indirect
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The easiest linear lighting solution you’ll ever 

find. Quick-Line by Amerlux.  

Call today: (973) 310-7787


